The simpler case of existence of deformation quantizations of the canonical Poisson structure on symplectic manifolds was solved already in [16] . A simple geometric construction of deformation quantizations of symplectic manifolds was given by Fedosov in [6] . The advantage of Fedosov's construction compared to the ones in [9] and [16] is that it is easy to handle and also suitably generalizable. The most general setting of the Fedosov construction is probably given in [15] , where deformation quantizations of symplectic Lie algebroids is done. Also the classification of deformation quantizations becomes amenable in view of the Fedosov construction. In the case of symplectic manifolds this was done in [11] , and the classification of deformation quantizations on a symplectic manifold ðM; oÞ is given by the points (characteristic classes) y in the space o ip þ H 2 ðM; C½½pÞ:
One of the main classes of examples of deformation quantizations of symplectic manifolds are those coming from the asymptotic calculus of pseudodi¤erential operators on manifolds, see for example [13] . If we consider the asymptotic calculus of pseudodi¤erential operators on a manifold M, we will get a deformation quantization of the cotangent bundle T Ã M of M, where T Ã M is equipped with the canonical symplectic structure.
This example gives the connection to index theory. On a deformation quantization of any symplectic 2n dimensional manifold there is a canonical trace, unique up to multiplication by a scalar, of the form In most proofs of the Atiyah-Singer index theorem and related ''local'' index theorems, one of the main di‰culties is to compute the trace of a certain operator on a Hilbert space, usually L 2 ðMÞ as above. In order to compute this trace, a scaling p in R þ of the operator is introduced, and the asymptotic expansion of the trace as p ! 0 becomes computable, at least the constant term in the expansion. The computations coming out of this are computations like (1.1) . This is why computing the canonical trace on deformation quantizations is called algebraic index theory. Actually, according to [13] , computing the trace on deformation quantizations in a way that will be described now, implies the Atiyah-Singer index theorem.
Many elements, though not all, on which computing the trace is interesting, are first components of classes in cyclic periodic homology. The cyclic periodic homology or rather cohomology was invented by Connes in [5] . It is the noncommutative analog of de Rahm cohomology and was already at the beginning intimately connected to index theory. A complex computing the cyclic periodic homology of a unital algebra A over a field k is given by
where A ¼ A=k Á 1 and the di¤erential CC per even ðAÞ ! bþB CC per odd ðAÞ
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ðÀ1Þ k a 0 n Á Á Á n a k a kþ1 n Á Á Á n a n þ ðÀ1Þ n a n a 0 n a 1 n Á Á Á n a nÀ1
and Bða 0 n Á Á Á n a n Þ ¼ P n k¼0 ðÀ1Þ k 1 n a k n a kþ1 Á Á Á n a n n a 0 . . . a kÀ1 :
If for example p A M n ðAÞ is a projection, a class in HC per even ðAÞ is given by the formula
where tr : M n ðAÞ nk ! A nk is the map given by ðM 1 n a 1 Þ n Á Á Á n ðM k n a k Þ 7 ! trðM 1 . . . M k Þa 1 n Á Á Á n a k :
Therefore trðpÞ can be regarded as the first component of a class in cyclic periodic homology. This class is also called the Chern character of p.
Evaluating Tr on the first component gives a morphism of complexes
Tr : CC per Ã ðA p c Þ ! C½½p; p À1 ; ð1:2Þ where A p c is the algebra of compactly supported elements C y c ðMÞ½½pÞ in a deformation quantization A p , and C½½p; p À1 is considered as a complex concentrated at degree zero with the trivial boundary map.
Computing the trace on elements that are first components of a class in cyclic periodic homology is therefore the same as computing (1.2) at the level of homology.
In [11] it is proved that TrðÁÞ @ ðÀ1Þ n Ð MÂ AðTMÞe ym mðÁÞ where @ means that the two sides define the same morphism at the level of homology. Here y is the characteristic class of the deformation andm m is the map CC per Ã ðA p Þ ! W Ã ðMÞ given bym mða 0 n Á Á Á n a k Þ ¼ 1 k!ã a 0 dã a 1 Á Á Á dã a k ;ã a i ¼ a i mod p:
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This settles the problem of computing the trace at the level of homology for deformation quantizations of symplectic manifolds.
1.1. Contents of the paper. Below I propose a definition of deformation quantization of endomorphism bundles over a symplectic manifold. The motivation is clear: Deformation quantizations of the trivial line bundle are the algebraic analogs of pseudodi¤erential operators in line bundles. Therefore deformation quantizations of an endomorphism bundle EndðEÞ, E vector bundle over M, should be the algebraic analogs of pseudodi¤erential operators in any vector bundle having EndðEÞ as endomorphism bundle.
The definition proposed requires a product Ã on
is locally isomorphic to M N ðW n Þ; here W n is the Weyl algebra, the canonical deformation quantization of the standard symplectic structure on R 2n .
It turns out that the Fedosov construction also works in this case. Thus let M N ðA p Þ be the algebra of jets at zero of elements in M N ðW n Þ. Associated to
of Lie algebras. The Fedosov construction then consists, for a given element y in
in constructing a flat connection ' in W with values in g, such that ker ' F G À EndðEÞ Á ½½p linearly and ' admits a lift' ' to a connection with values ing g and curvature y. The product on GðWÞ induces a product on ker ' ¼ G À EndðEÞ Á ½½p. This product gives a deformation quantization of EndðEÞ, and y will be an isomorphism invariant of the deformation quantization.
This construction is done in section 3. In this section the following is also shown. The principle that a deformation quantization comes as flat sections in a certain infinite dimensional vector bundle is not special to deformation quantizations. In section 2 it is shown that sections of G À EndðEÞ Á are flat sections in an algebra bundle with fibre
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The reason for redoing this construction for EndðEÞ is that it is notationally simpler, and, hopefully, clarifies the construction. Therefore in section 3 only the di¤erences in the construction for EndðEÞ and deformation quantizations of endomorpism bundles are spelled out.
Like in the scalar case there are canonical traces on deformation quantizations of endomorphism bundles. The rest of the paper is devoted to an index theory for these traces. The methods used for this have been developed by Nest and Tsygan in [11] , [12] , [2] and [15] . These methods are based on the following:
(1) The action of the reduced cyclic complex C l Ã ðAÞ on CC per Ã ðAÞ:
(2) The construction of the fundamental class, a special class in C l Ã ðA p E Þ, where A p E is the deformation quantization of EndðEÞ. Or rather the construction of a class in the Č ech complex,
(3) Computations in Lie algebra cohomology in order to identify the fundamental class at the level of cohomology.
The fundamental class U lives in C l 2nÀ1 À M N ðW n Þ Á . Its role is that it relates Tr tom m when evaluated at classes that are scalar mod p. This has the e¤ect that TrðU Á aÞ ¼ ðÀ1Þ n Ðm mðaÞ; a A CC per Ã À M N ðW n; c Þ Á :
Here, as before, the subscript ''c'' denotes the ideal of compactly supported elements in the deformation algebra in question.
The following plays the major role.
Theorem 2. In cohomology, the class U has a unique extension to a class in C C Ã À M; C l Ã ðA p E Þ Á , also denoted by U. On classes of the form a 0 n Á Á Á n a k A CC per Ã ðA p E; c Þ, where a i is a scalar mod p, the following holds:
TrðU Á aÞ ¼ ðÀ1Þ n Ðm mðaÞ mod p:
It is not di‰cult to see that this implies for general classes a 0 n Á Á Á n a k in
where ch À EndðEÞ Á is the usual Chern character of EndðEÞ as a vector bundle, ' is a connection in EndðEÞ, and chð'Þðã a 0 n Á Á Á nã a k Þ
To finish the index theory, the fundamental class has to be identified. This is done via Lie algebra cohomology. We have the Gelfand-Fuks morphism of complexes
the latter complex being quasi-isomorphic to
Á extending uniquely in cohomology to a class in Lie algebra cohomology, also denoted by U. It turns out that GF ðUÞ is equivalent to U in
Hence the question of computing or identifying U is now a question of computations in
It turns out to be useful to work with the di¤erential graded algebra M N ðA p Þ½h, where h is a formal variable, h 2 ¼ 0 and the di¤erential is given byh .
The reason for doing this is to include the identity operation on CC per
With this action, the classes h ðkþ1Þ ¼ k!h nkþ1 become the identity operations. The main technical theorem of this paper, Theorem 6.0.3, states the following:
i.e. it defines the same cohomology class.
HereÂ A is the Lie algebraic classÂ A coming from uðnÞ, ch is the Lie algebraic Chern character coming from suðNÞ and y is the Lie algebraic class of deformation.
From this follows the index theorem: Proof. Given an automorphism F in G let j be the induced automorphism on O n . Considering w ¼ F ðj n idÞ À1 we have that w is an O n -module map.
For A in M N ðCÞ we have wðAÞ ¼ D 0 ðAÞ þ higher order terms; D 0 ðAÞ A M N :
Since D 0 is an automorphism of M N , it is inner, and hence it extends to M N ðO n Þ. Let
0 . Then
x i D i ðAÞ þ higher order terms:
Each D i is a derivation of M N and hence given by a commutator by an element B i in M N . Therefore
Continuing by induction, we get a sequence of elements
Since the product
converges, we see by the Hausdor¤-Campbell formula that w is inner.
From Lemma 2.0.2 we get: where W 0 n is the Lie algebra of formal vector fields vanishing at zero.
We note that Der
where W n are all formal vector fields on R n . Lemma 2.0.4. Let X be a contractible open subset of R k , let AutðM n Þ be the automorphism group of M n , and let DerðM n Þ be the derivations of M n . Any smooth map j 1 : X ! AutðM n Þ (resp. j 2 : X ! DerðM n Þ) lifts to a smooth mapj j 1 : X ! Gl n (resp. j j 2 : X ! M n ).
Proof. First the case of j 1 :
Let fe ij g be the standard matrix units. The families
x ! j 1 ðxÞðe ii Þ of projections over X give rise to a family of line bundles fl i g over X by
Since X is contractible, these line bundles are trivial. Let v 1 be a smooth nowhere vanishing section of l 1 , and let
where e i is the vector ða 1 ; . . . ; a n Þ A R n with a j ¼ 0, j 3 i, and a i ¼ 1.
Since
and
we have thatj j 1 : X ! Gl n is smooth, and that
In the case of j 2 let j : X Â R ! AutðM n Þ be defined by Aastrup, Deformation quantization of endomorphism bundles
This is clearly a smooth map, and hence by the first part of the lemma we get a smooth lifting of j toj j : X Â R ! Gl n .
Definingj
the lemma follows.
In view of Lemma 2.0.4, the proof of Lemma 2.0.2 actually shows Lemma 2.0.5. A smooth family of elements in G over a contractible open subset X of R k lifts to a smooth family over X of elements in the group of invertible elements in M n ðO n Þ.
Jets of sections of endomorphism bundles. Let
A be an algebra bundle over a manifold M. In this case we let
Given this, we define
Denote by J m the quotient map from GðAÞ into J m A. In the following we are only interested in the case, where A ¼ EndðEÞ, E a vector bundle. Note that J m A F M N ðO n Þ by choosing a trivialization; and that any other trivialization leads to an automorphism of M N ðO n Þ belonging to G.
Suppose we are given a smooth path of automorphisms F t in G, according to Lemma 2.0.5 we can write it as F t ¼ j t w t , where j t is a smooth path of automorphisms induced by automorphisms of R½½x x 1 ; . . . ;x x n and w t is a smooth path of inner automorphisms of M N ðO n Þ. It is well known that j t lifts to a smooth path of local di¤eomorphismsF F t of R n preserving zero, and since w t lifts to a smooth path of invertible elements in M N ðO n Þ, it lifts, by the Borel lemma, to a smooth path of invertible elements in M N À C y ðUÞ Á , where U is an open subset of R n containing zero. We thus get Proposition 2.1.1. Any smooth path of automorphisms in G lifts to a smooth path of local bundle automorphisms of M N À C y ðR n Þ Á preserving zero.
We note thatM M E is a profinite manifold and in fact a principal bundle over M with fibre G.
The map o these isomorphisms define from TM M E to Der À M N ðO n Þ Á satisfies
where A Ã is the fundamental vector field corresponding to A.
In other words, o is a flat connection inM M E with values in Der
Proof. Suppose we are given a path inM
Define oðvÞ to be the derivation
This does not depend on the choice of g or the lifting tog g and will be an isomorphism.
Identity (i) follows, since o is the canonical one form on the fibres ofM M E .
This is actually a consequence of identity (i), because the statement is obvious for X ; Y of the form 
from which the proposition follows.
GivenM M E , we define the jet bundle of EndðEÞ by
The flat connection onM M E gives a flat connection in JE in the following way: Choose a trivialization of JE jU ! @ U Â M N ðO n Þ. This corresponds to a lift s :
In this trivialization the connection ' is given by
where o is the connection described in Proposition 2.1.1.
Proof. There is an injective map j from G À EndðEÞ Á into JE given by
To see that the image of j belongs to the kernel of ', choose a trivialization in the sense of a local bundle map F :
Using this trivialization, we get a local bundle isomorphism C y ðUÞ n M N ðO n Þ ! JE;
and in this trivialization it is not di‰cult to see that where I runs through all multi-indices. Hence jðgÞ A kerð'Þ.
We have thus seen that À W Ã ðM; JEÞ; ' Á is locally acyclic and the cohomology is locally isomorphic to G À EndðEÞ Á . Since we have also seen that G À EndðEÞ Á is globally contained in ker ', i.e. the cohomology of À W Ã ðM; JEÞ; ' Á is a module over G À EndðEÞ Á , the statement follows.
Deformation quantization of endomorphism bundles
We start with looking at R 2n with the standard symplectic structure, and denote the coordinates by x 1 ; . . . ; x n ; x 1 ; . . . ; x n . On C y ðR 2n Þ½½p we consider the Weyl quantization given by the product
We will denote the Weyl quantization by W n .
Since the definition of the product in the Weyl quantization of two functions f ; g only uses derivatives of f and g, the Weyl quantization makes sense over any open subset U of R 2n . We will in this case talk about the Weyl quantization over U.
Let ðM; oÞ be a symplectic manifold, and let E be a vector bundle over M. 
EndðEÞ Á , and the B i are bidi¤erential expressions. Furthermore we require that
In this case locally isomorphic means that we are given a local bundle isomorphism
Isomorphic means that there exist di¤erential operators fD i g such that the map
is an isomorphism of algebras.
We want to do the same construction for deformation quantizations as we did for endomorphism bundles. We therefore need the infinitesimal version of M N ðW n Þ. This is just given by considering O 2n ½½p, O 2n ¼ C½½x x 1 ; . . . ;x x n ;x x 1 ; . . . ;x x n , with the same product as in the Weyl quantization. With this product we denote the algebra by A p . The infinitesimal structure of M N ðW n Þ will then be M N ðA p Þ. If F A G, we let j denote the induced symplectomorphism on O 2n . In this case we will say that F is an automorphism over j. Proof. Let F be such an automorphism. Since it is an automorphism mod p over the identity, it is inner mod p, and we can hence assume that F is the identity mod p. In other words,
Since F is an automorphism, D 1 is a derivation of M N ðO 2n Þ and hence of the form X þ ½A; Á, where X is a formal vector field and A A M N ðO 2n Þ. If we assume that a; b A O 2n , we have that fa; D 1 ðbÞg þ fD 1 ðaÞ; bg ¼ D 1 ðfa; bgÞ; since F is an automorphism. This means that X is a formal hamiltonian vector field. Therefore there exists an element x in O 2n such that D 1 ðaÞ ¼ fx; ag. Hence we have
Continuing in this way, the result follows.
It is well known from [11] that the Lie algebra of G in the case where N ¼ 1, is given by
and that any element of G is of the form expðgÞ, g A g 0 .
We therefore see that the Lie algebra g 0 of G for arbitrary N is given by Aastrup, Deformation quantization of endomorphism bundles
To this Lie algebra we add the derivations qx x 1 ; . . . ; qx x 1 ; . . . and call the enlarged Lie algebra g.
there is a canonical isomorphism
The map o these isomorphisms define from TM M E to g satisfies
where A is the fundamental vector field corresponding to A.
In other words, o is a flat connection with values in g.
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As in the case of endomorphism bundles, we get a flat connection ' in the bundle
Proof. The same as the case of endomorphism bundles.
We see that H 0 ¼ UðnÞ Â PUðNÞ is a maximal compact subgroup of G. The UðnÞcomponent comes from a maximal compact subgroup of the symplectic group, SPð2nÞ, and PUðNÞ (the projective unitary group) comes from the maximal compact subgroup of the action of Gl N on M N ðCÞ.
Since H 0 is a maximal compact subgroup of G, we can reduce the bundleM M A p to an H 0 bundle P 0 , which is easily seen to be a reduction of the principal bundle consisting of dual symplectic frames and frames of EndðEÞ. We thus see that JA p E is, in fact, isomorphic to P 0 Â H A p . We will denote this bundle by W.
Because we are working with an endomorphism bundle, the bundle P 0 admits a lift to an H ¼ UðnÞ Â SUðNÞ principal bundle P.
We introduce a grading on A p in whichx x 1 ; . . . ;x x n ;x x 1 ; . . . ;x x n has degree 1 and p has degree 2. This also gives a grading on M N ðA p Þ. Furthermore we see that the action of UðnÞ on A p preserves the grading and we hence get a grading on W.
We note that we have an extension of Lie algebras
with bracket given by commutators. The grading M N ðA p Þ also gives a grading ong g and therefore also on the subbundle of W=p with fiberg g, denoted byg g M . Let h ¼ uðnÞ þ suðNÞ.
There is an embedding of h ing g compatible with the quotient mapg g ! g and the embedding h ! g. This embedding is obvious in the case of suðNÞ. Clearly uðnÞ embeds in spð2nÞ, the Lie algebra of the symplectic group. Moreover spð2nÞ embeds in g as the Lie sub algebra generated by elements on the form
The embedding of uðnÞ ing g is the restriction of the embedding of spð2nÞ ing g given by
. . .g:
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Since H acts semi-simple on g, we get an H-equivariant lift of the quotient map g g ! g. We can therefore lift the connection ' to a connection' ' taking values ing g. This means that we have a collection of localg g-one forms fA i g, i being labels of trivializations of W, satisfying
where g ij are the transition functions.
This connection, however, is not flat. But because of the extension (3.1), the curvature
Clearly the associated cohomology class is independent of the choice of lifting of '. By checking the definition of ', one sees that the
So for each deformation quantization of EndðEÞ we have a connection ' in W such that ker ' is isomorphic to the deformation quantization, and the lifting of ' to ag g-valued connection gives an element in 
Then the complex À W Ã ðM;g g M Þ; Ad A À1 Á is acyclic.
Proof. Since the action of Ad A À1 commutes with the action of C y ðMÞ on W Ã ðM;g g M Þ, it is enough to prove the statement locally. Locally the complex is just
where ðŴ W Ã ;d d Þ is the complex of formal di¤erential forms. From this the lemma follows.
Proof of Proposition 3.0.10. Let' ' 1 and' ' 2 be the two connections with ' ' 2 1 ¼' ' 2 2 ¼ y. Note that we can actually assume that'
From the equality of the curvatures we get ½A À1 ; R 0 ¼ 0, and hence by Lemma 3.0.11 we have an element g 1 A Gðg g 1 M Þ such that ½g 1 ; A À1 ¼ R 0 . Considering the connection ' 2; 0 ¼ adðexp g 1 Þ' 2 , we therefore havẽ
Continuing by induction and using the Hausdor¤-Campbell formula we get an element g in G À Autðg g M Þ Á conjugating ' 1 into ' 2 , and hence the deformations will be isomorphic. Proof. We only need to prove that for a class y in o ip þ W 2 ðM; C½½pÞ, we have a deformation quantization with characteristic class y. To do this we start with a connection in P and thus get an H-connection ' in W. We have that
Let us now assume that
One checks that ½A À1 ; ½'; A À1 ¼ 0, and according to Lemma 3.0.11 we get an ele-
Let us now assume that we have constructed ' n with ' 2 n À y ¼ 0 mod W 2 ðM;g g ifn M Þ. By the Bianchi identity we have ½' n ; ½' n ; ' n ¼ 0, and therefore ½A À1 ; ð½' n ; ' n À yÞ n ¼ 0, where ð½' n ; ' n À yÞ n is the n-th component of ½' n ; ' n À y. As before, we get an element A n with ½A À1 ; A n ¼ ð½' n ; ' n À yÞ n , and considering ' nþ1 ¼ ' n þ A n we have
For each class y in o ip þ W 2 ðM; C½½pÞ we can thus construct a connection ' F with values ing g and curvature y. We therefore only need to check that the complex Aastrup, Deformation quantization of endomorphism bundles À W Ã ðM; WÞ; ' F Á is acyclic, that the kernel is isomorphic to G À EndðEÞ½½p Á , and that the product induced by the product on W gives a deformation quantization of EndðEÞ. These results, however, follow from the proof of the Proposition 3.0.10, since we locally can conjugate ' F to a connection on the form d À P n i¼1 ðqx x i n dx i þ qx x i n dx i Þ:
Lie algebra cohomology
Definition 4.0.13. A di¤erential graded Lie algebra ðg; dÞ over a commutative unital ring k is a (Z=2Z or Z) graded k-module g with a bracket operation ½Á ; Á : g j Â g i ! g iþj and a di¤erential q : g i ! g iÀ1 satisfying: q½g 1 ; g 2 ¼ ½qg 1 ; g 2 þ ðÀ1Þ jg 1 j ½g 1 ; qg 2 ; (i) ½g 1 ; g 2 ¼ ÀðÀ1Þ jg 1 j jg 2 j ½g 2 ; g 1 ; (ii) ½g 1 ; ½g 2 ; g 3 þ ðÀ1Þ jg 3 jðjg 1 jþjg 2 jÞ ½g 3 ; ½g 1 ; g 2 þ ðÀ1Þ jg 1 jðjg 2 jþjg 3 jÞ ½g 2 ; ½g 3 ;
where j Á j is the degree.
A g module L Ã is a complex L Ã with an action of g, i.e. we have a map g i Â L j ! L iþj satisfying g 1 g 2 l À ðÀ1Þ jg 1 j jg 2 j g 2 g 1 l ¼ ½g 1 ; g 2 l and q L Ã ðglÞ ¼ ðq g gÞl þ ðÀ1Þ jgj gðq L Ã l Þ:
Given a di¤erential graded Lie algebra g, we can define a di¤erential graded Lie algebra g½e as follows:
Also one can construct the enveloping algebra by setting UðgÞ ¼ TðgÞ= À g 1 n g 2 À ðÀ1Þ jg 1 j jg 2 j g 2 n g 1 ¼ ½g
where TðgÞ is the tensor algebra. Furthermore UðgÞ has a di¤erential induced by the differential on g by the graded Leibniz rule and a grading.
We note that À Uðg½eÞ; q Á is a g module. Let h denote a Lie sub algebra of g. For a g module L Ã we define C Ã ðg; h; L Ã Þ ¼ Hom UðgÞ À Uðg½eÞ n Uðh½eÞ k; L Ã Á :
This will have a di¤erential induced by the di¤erential on Uðg½eÞ and the di¤erential on L Ã . The homology of this complex will be denoted by H Ã ðg; h; L Ã Þ.
We are now going to give a construction of classes in C Ã ðg; h; L Ã Þ in special cases. First we assume that L Ã is homotopically constant in the sense defined below. 
where we have denoted the action of g by L g .
In other words, we have an action of the di¤erential graded algebra Uðg½eÞ on L Ã .
If we furthermore assume that there is an h-equivariant projection ' : g ! h of the embedding h ! g, we get the usual Chern-Weil homomorphism, i.e. a map of complexes CW : C Ã ðh½e; h; L Ã Þ ! C Ã ðg; h; L Ã Þ given in the following way:
For an element g 1 5g 2 define Rðg 1 5g 2 Þ ¼ ½'ðg 1 Þ; 'ðg 2 Þ À 'ð½g 1 ; g 2 Þ. Taking cup product gives R n : 5 2n g ! 5 n eh. By composition this gives a map j : C Ã ðh½e; h; L Ã Þ ! C Ã ðg; L Ã Þ:
There are operations l n on L Ã given by
where l A L Ã . Finally we set
where W is the cup product. One checks that this gives a morphism of complexes.
Next we will give a construction of classes in C Ã ðh½e; h; L Ã Þ for special cases of L Ã . To this end we need the following 
satisfying the eight conditions
In other words, we have an action of the di¤erential graded algebra Uðg½e; hÞ ¼ Uðg½e½hÞ on L Ã .
We now assume that L Ã is a very homotopically constant h-module. We denote by L Ã hþh the elements l A L Ã with L h l ¼ 0 and L h l ¼ 0. We note that this is a complex. We get a morphism of complexes L Ã hþh ! C Ã ðh½e; h; L Ã Þ by:
Examples. We are going to give some examples of relative classes in Lie algebra cohomology. Example 1. Consider the extension (3.1) and choose an h-equivariant lift ' : g !g g of the quotient mapg g ! g, where h is uðnÞ þ suðNÞ. We then define the class y in C Ã g; h;
1 p C½½p by yðg 1 ; g 2 Þ ¼ ½'g 1 ; 'g 2 À 'ð½g 1 ; g 2 Þ: ð4:1Þ
We want to show that y actually comes from a sort of Chern-Weil map. Let k :g g ! g denote the quotient map, and leth h ¼ k À1 ðhÞ, i.e.
Note that C Ã ðg; h; L Ã Þ and C Ã ðg g;h h; L Ã Þ are quasi-isomorphic, when L Ã is a g module. We have a Chern-Weil homomorphism CW : C Ã ðh h½e;h h; L Ã Þ ! C Ã ðg g;h h; L Ã Þ as before. A choice of anh h equivariant split ' 0 :g g !h h is given by ' 0 ¼ ' 00 k þ id À ' k, where ' 00 : g ! h is an h-equivariant splitting of the embedding h ! g. Let y be the pro-
It is now easy to see that under the quasi-isomorphism between C Ã g; h; 1 p C½½p and C Ãg g;h h; 1 p C½½p , the class CWðÀyÞ is the same as the y we defined in the start of this example.
Aastrup, Deformation quantization of endomorphism bundles Example 2. Some other classes in C Ã ðg; hÞ we need, are also coming from a Chern-Weil construction. We consider an h-equivariant splitting ' 0 of the embedding h ! g. Composed with the projection uðnÞ þ suðNÞ ! suðNÞ, we get an h equivariant map ' : g ! suðNÞ. Using this we therefore get a Chern-Weil homomorphism CW : C Ã À suðNÞ½e; suðNÞ Á ! C Ã À g; suðNÞ Á :
It is clear that this homomorphism in fact maps into C Ã ðg; hÞ. We therefore get the usual classes; for example the usual chern character ch, which is
where
Here Tr denotes the usual normalized trace on suðNÞ. This class is of course the Chern-Weil map on the symmetric polynomial ch on suðNÞ given by
Since C Ã À suðNÞ½e; suðNÞ Á embeds in C Ã ðh h½e;h hÞ, the Chern-Weil construction given in this example is just a particular case of the Chern-Weil homomorphism CW : C Ã ðh h½e;h hÞ ! C Ã ðg g;h hÞ: Example 3. We can of course do the construction from Example 2 for uðnÞ instead of suðNÞ, and in this way get a Chern-Weil homomorphism C Ã À uðnÞ½e; uðnÞ Á ! C Ã ðg; hÞ:
This again can also be viewed as the composition C Ã À uðnÞ½e; uðnÞ Á ! C Ã ðh h½e;h hÞ ! C Ã ðg g;h hÞ:
We will in particular be interested in the symmetric polynomialÂ A coming from the map h ! det h=2 sinhðh=2Þ :
Cyclic homology
We consider a di¤erential graded unital algebra ðA; dÞ over a commutative ring k containing Q, i.e. an algebra A that can be written as A ¼ L n A n , where A n 's are ksubmodules of A and A n A m H A nþm . Elements in A n are said to have degree n and we will Aastrup, Deformation quantization of endomorphism bundles denote the degree of an element a by jaj. Furthermore d : A Ã ! A ÃÀ1 has to be a di¤erential and satisfy dðabÞ ¼ dðaÞb þ ðÀ1Þ jaj adðbÞ.
Define an operator t on A nðnþ1Þ by tða 0 n Á Á Á n a n Þ ¼ ðÀ1Þ
ðja i jþ1Þ a n n a 0 n Á Á Á n a nÀ1 ;
and consider the complex
where C nþ1 ðAÞ denotes the set of elements of the form a 0 n Á Á Á n a k with k þ P ja i j ¼ n, bða 0 n Á Á Á n a n Þ ¼ P ja i j a 0 n Á Á Á n a k a kþ1 n Á Á Á n a n þ ðÀ1Þ ðja n jþ1Þ T i<n ðja i jþ1Þþja n j a n a 0 n Á Á Á n a nÀ1 and dða 0 n Á Á Á n a n Þ ¼ P n k¼0 ðÀ1Þ T kÀ1 i¼1 ðja i jþ1Þ a 0 n Á Á Á n dða k Þ n Á Á Á n a n :
The complex is denoted by C l Ã ðAÞ, and the homology is the cyclic homology of A denoted by HC Ã ðAÞ.
The reduced cyclic homology is given by the homology of the complex Á Á Á bþd C n ðAÞ=Imð1 À tÞ bþd C nþ1 ðAÞ=Imð1 À tÞ bþd Á Á Á ;
where C Ã ðAÞ comes from considering A nÃ instead of A nÃ , where A ¼ A=k Á 1.
The reduced cyclic homology of A is denoted by HC Ã ðAÞ, and the complex above, computing the reduced cyclic homology, is denoted by C l Ã ðAÞ.
It is well known, see [10] and [2] , that there is an exact sequence Á Á Á HC n ðkÞ ! HC n ðAÞ ! HC n ðAÞ ! HC nÀ1 ðkÞ ! Á Á Á : ð5:1Þ
We will briefly give a construction, due to Brodzki, of the connecting morphism HC Ã ðAÞ ! HC ÃÀ1 ðkÞ at the level of complexes, see [3] and [2] ; i.e. a morphism of complexes
giving the connecting homomorphism at the level of homology. Let l : A ! k be a k-linear map with lð1Þ ¼ 1.
Put
rða 1 n a 2 Þ ¼ lða 1 Þlða 2 Þ À lða 1 a 2 Þ; a 1 n a 2 A A n2 ;
r ¼ 0 on A nm ; m f 3;
and define Br : C l Ã ðAÞ ! C l ÃÀ1 ðkÞ by setting
T k<i ðja k jþ1Þ T kfi ðja k jþ1Þ ðr n Á Á Á n rÞ ða i n Á Á Á n a 0 n a m n Á Á Á n a iÀ1 Þðn þ 1Þ! Á 1 n2nþ1 on C l 2nþ1 , and letting Br be zero on C l 2n Br.
We now consider the di¤erential graded algebra k½h, where h has degree one, h 2 ¼ 0, and the di¤erential is given by q h . For a di¤erential graded algebra A we define A½h to be A n k½h, where n is the tensor product of di¤erential graded algebras. It is not di‰cult to see that HC Ã ðA½hÞ ¼ 0, and we therefore have Proposition 5.0.1. The morphism
is a quasi-isomorphism.
Since it is not standard, we mention that the reduced cyclic homology is Morita invariant; at least in the case of algebras and matrices over these algebras. To see this, let A be an algebra, and let l : A ! k be a map needed in the construction of Br. Let tr denote the normalized trace tr : M n ðAÞ ! A. We have a commutative diagram where Br : HC Ã À M N ðAÞ Á ! HC ÃÀ1 ðkÞ is induced by l tr. According to [10] , tr : HC Ã À M n ðAÞ Á ! HC Ã ðAÞ is an isomorphism. The result therefore follows from the exact sequence (5.1).
Operations on the periodic complex.
For the periodic cyclic complex we consider Q n A n A nn . We give this a Z=2Z grading by ja 0 n Á Á Á n a n j ¼ n þ P i ja i j mod 2:
On this complex we consider the di¤erential b þ B þ d, where b and d are given as before, and Bða 0 n Á Á Á n a n Þ
T jei ðja j jþ1Þ T jfiþ1 ðja j jþ1Þ 1 n a i n Á Á Á n a n n a 0 n Á Á Á n a iÀ1 :
We will denote this complex by CC per Ã ðAÞ.
The main feature about cyclic periodic homology that we are going to need, is the following (see [14] for complete formulas): 
is zero when m 3 n and equal to P i 1 n! ðÀ1Þ iðnÀ1Þ a 0 ½b iþ1 ; a 1 Á Á Á ½b n ; a nÀi ½b 1 ; a nÀiþ1 Á Á Á ½b i ; a n when m ¼ n.
The framework underlying Theorem 5.1.1 also gives other operations on CC per Ã ðAÞ, see [14] for details. Let À C Ã ðA; AÞ; b Á be the Hochschild cohomological complex, i.e. C Ã ðA; AÞ ¼ Hom k ðA nÃ ; AÞ, and bjða 1 ;n; a nþ1 Þ ¼ ðÀ1Þ n a 1 jða 2 ; . . . ; a nþ1 Þ þ P n j¼1 ðÀ1Þ nþj jða 1 ; . . . ; a j ; a jþ1 ; . . . ; a nþ1 Þ À jða 1 ; . . . ; a n Þa nþ1 :
Given two elements, j in C n ðA; AÞ and c in C m ðA; AÞ, define j cða 1 ; . . . ; a nþmÀ1 Þ ¼ P jf0 ðÀ1Þ ðnÀ1Þj j À a 1 ; . . . ; a j ; cða jþ1 ; . . . ; a jþm Þ; . . . Á : Set ½j; c ¼ j c À ðÀ1Þ ðnþ1Þðmþ1Þ c j:
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With this bracket and a suitably defined grading, C Ã ðA; AÞ actually becomes a di¤erential graded Lie algebra.
For j A C n ðA; AÞ one can construct operations 
The fundamental class
We consider the reduced cyclic homology complex of M N ðA p Þ½p À1 . According to Lemma 5.1.1 in [2] and the Morita invariance of reduced the cyclic homology, the homology is given in the following way:
. . . ; 2n À 1;
A concrete generator for the homology in dimension 2n À 1 is given by
where ðv 1 ; . . . ; v 2n Þ ¼ ðx x 1 ;x x 1 ; . . . ;x x n ;x x n Þ.
Leth h denote the inverse image of h under the mapg g ! g. Note that U 0 is invariant under the action ofh h and therefore, by the result on HC Ã À M N ðA p ½p À1 Þ Á , extends uniquely in homology to a class
We wish to work with the di¤erential graded algebra M N ðA p ½p À1 Þ½h instead of M N ðA p ½p À1 Þ. In the complex
We also define operations on C l
T kei ðja k jþ1Þðjgjþ1Þ a 0 n Á Á Á n a i n g n Á Á Á n a p ;
where g A M N ðA p ½p À1 Þ½h. Put i g ¼ i hg and L g ¼ L hg , g A M N ðA p ½p À1 Þ. Here L denotes the usual L operation on the reduced cyclic complex.
With these operations C l Ã À M N ðA p ½p À1 Þ½h Á becomes almost very homotopically constant over the commutator Lie algebra of M N ðA p ½p À1 Þ. (Instead of the relations ½q; i g ¼ L g À i g and ½q; L g ¼ L g we have the relations ½q; i g ¼ L g þ i g and ½q; L g ¼ ÀL g . Phrased di¤erently: C l Ã À M N ðA p ½p À1 Þ½h Á is very homotopically constant if we replace i g and L g by i Àg and L Àg .)
As in the case of very homotopically constant modules, we get a morphism of complexes 
Proof. It is well known from [2] that there is a splitting principle, i.e. the inclusion morphism
C½½p and d n is the set of n Â n diagonal matrices, is injective.
Therefore we only have to identify the two classes in
We note that we can factor the classes at hand in the following way: Write
where A p 1 is the formal Weyl algebra in one variable. We can write
where U 1 is the extension of the fundamental class in C Ã À d 1 ½e; d 1 ; C l Ã ðA p 1 ½p À1 ; hÞ Á , and U 0 1 is the extension of the fundamental class in
We thus need to identify U 1 and U 0 1 .
In the first case we can represent U 1 by
where c 1 is the first Chern class.
Recall that the definition of A p 1 ½p À1 is C½½x x;x x½½p; p À1 with a product Ã. Given an element f in A p 1 ½p À1 , we can regard f as a function in the variablesx x;x x with values in C½½p; p À1 . Hence, given f in A p 1 ½p À1 , we can define lð f Þ ¼ f ð0; 0Þ. With this l we get, according to section 5, a quasi-isomorphism of complexes Br : C l Ã ðA p ½p À1 ; hÞ ! C l Ã ðC½½p; p À1 Þ:
One checks that this gives a morphism of complexes
and therefore a quasi-isomorphism of complexes.
A computation shows that
where 1 ðmÞ ¼ m!ðm þ 1Þ!1 nð2mþ1Þ , andÂ A is as in example 3 in section 4. On the other hand we have Brðh ½m Þ ¼ 1 ðmÞ , where h ½m is the class
Since Br is a quasi-isomorphism, we have
We note that we have a morphism of complexes
where in the bottom row suðNÞ acts trivially, and Tr denotes the morphism of complexes
induced by the normalized trace Tr.
In the top row we have the class U 0 1 that in homology is the unique extension of the fundamental class. In the bottom row we have a class U 0 given by the same formula as in 6.1. Also this is, in homology, a unique extension of the fundamental class. Therefore
We further note that there are morphisms of complexes where y is given in example 1 in section 4 and ch is given in example 2 in section 4.
Since Br Tr is a quasi-isomorphism, we get
The lemma now follows, sinceÂ A is multiplicative.
It is well known, see [2] , that the restriction homomorphism
there are two classes that map to h ½m under the restriction homomorphism, namely CWðh ½m Þ and the class ðg 1 e; . . . ; g p eÞ ! ðÀ1Þ p i g 1 h Á Á Á i g p h h ðmÞ : ð6:2Þ Therefore CWðh ½m Þ and the class (6.2) are equivalent in
Considering the restriction homomorphism
we get that in the righthand side CWðh ½m Þ is equivalent to h ðmÞ . For g-modules L Ã we have that C Ã ðg g;h h; L Ã Þ is quasi-isomorphic to C Ã ðg; h; L Ã Þ. Combining these observations we have:
Theorem 6.0.3. Let U be an extension of U 0 to a class in C Ã À g; h; C l Ã À M N ðA p ½p À1 Þ½h ÁÁ :
In H Ã À g; h; C l Ã À M N ðA p ½p À1 Þ½h ÁÁ we have the following equality:
In a given trivialization write
where A is the connection one form. Given vector fields X 1 ; . . . ; X p and l in C Ã ðg; h; L Ã Þ, define GFðlÞðX 1 ; . . . ; X p Þ ¼ lðX 1 ; . . . ; X p Þ:
The Gelfand-Fuks construction applied to the examples of classes in C Ã ðg; h; L Ã Þ constructed in section 4 gives the following: The main example we are going to look at, is the case where L Ã is C l Ã À M N ðA p Þ½p À1 Á . We first note that
is acyclic, and the cohomology consists of jets on the diagonal of elements in C l Ã À M N ðW n Þ Á .
Proof. We can assume that ' is of the form d À P i ðqx x i n dx i þ qx x i n dx i Þ. We have a short exact sequence of complexes
where j : R 2n ! R 2kn is the map onto the diagonal d. From the associated long exact sequence, we see that
Á is acyclic and that the cohomology consists of jets on the diagonal of elements of M N ðW n Þ nk . By considering the following short exact sequence of complexes
Á is acyclic and that the cohomology consists of jets on the diagonal of elements in M N ðW n Þ nk .
Let a be an element in W Ã À M; M N ðA p Þ nk =Imð1 À tÞ Á with 'ðaÞ ¼ 0. We can then lift a to an elementã a A W Ã À R 2k ; M N ðA p Þ nk Á , where 'ðã aÞ A W Ã À R 2k ; Imð1 À tÞ Á . However,
t i ðã aÞ is also a lift of a, and 'ðbÞ ¼ P kÀ1 i¼0 t i 'ðã aÞ ¼ 0. The lemma follows from this.
Traces on deformation quantizations and index theory
We consider a deformation quantization A p E of an endomorphism bundle EndðEÞ over a symplectic manifold M of dimension n. Let A p E; c be the algebra of elements in A p E with compact support. This algebra has a canonical C½½p; p À1 valued trace defined in the following way:
Let ðV i ; F i Þ be a cover of M and F À1 i : M N ðW n Þ ! A p E local isomorphisms over V i . Let r V i be a partition of unity with respect to the covering. For an element a A A p E; c we define
n!ðipÞ n tr
where o st is the standard symplectic form on R 2n , and tr denotes the normalized trace on M N . That Tr is independent of the choices made, and that it is a trace, hinges on the following two propositions.
Proposition 8.0.5. Let E be the trivial line bundle. Then Tr is a trace and independent of the choices made.
Proof. See [7] . Proof. More or less the same as Lemma 3.0.6, see also Lemma 2.0.4.
We consider the trace as a functional on CC per Ã ðA p E; c Þ, and we want to compute the trace at the level of homology. To this end we consider the following situation:
Given an element b in C l Ã ðA p E ½p À1 ; hÞ, we define w Tr ðbÞ in CC Ã per ðA p E; c Þ in the following way:
w Tr ðbÞðaÞ ¼ Trðb Á aÞ;
where Á means the action of C l Ã ðA p E ½p À1 ; hÞ on CC per Ã ðA p E; c ½p À1 Þ, see Theorem 5.1.1. We will now extend this to elements in the Č ech complex C C Ã À M; C l Ã ðA p E ½p À1 ; hÞ Á with values in the presheaf V ! C l Ã ðA p EjV ½p À1 ; hÞ. This is done in the following proposition. This gives a morphism of complexes C C Ã À M; C l Ã ðA p E ½p À1 ; hÞ Á n CC per Ã ðA p E; c ½p À1 Þ ! C½½p; p À1 :
Proof. See [11] .
8.1. The fundamental class in the Č ech complex. Recall that we have the canonical coordinates x 1 ; . . . ; x n ; x 1 ; . . . ; x n on R 2n . We will also use this notation for the associated coordinate functions and consider these coordinate functions as elements in W n .
The fundamental class U 0 in C l Ã À M N ðW n Þ½p À1 Á is given by
where ðv 1 ; . . . ; v 2n Þ ¼ ðx 1 ; . . . ; x n ; x 1 ; . . . ; x n Þ.
By the same argument as in the section on the fundamental class in Lie algebra cohomology, this class extends uniquely in cohomology to a class U in C C Ã À M; C l Ã ðA p E ½p À1 Þ Á . In order to connect this class to the fundamental class defined in Lie algebra cohomology, we introduce the complex C C Ã À M; W Ã À M; C l Ã À M N ðA p ½p À1 Þ ÁÁÁ :
According to Lemma 7.0.4, this complex is quasi-isomorphic to the complex C C Ã À M; C l Ã ðA p E ½p À1 Þ Á . Furthermore we have the Gelfand-Fuks morphism GF : C Ã À g; h; C l Ã À M N ðA p ½p À1 Þ ÁÁ ! C C Ã À M; W Ã À M; C l Ã À M N ðA p ½p À1 Þ ÁÁÁ :
Because of uniqueness we get that GFðUÞ ¼ U in cohomology. By Theorem 6.0.3 and the splitting principle, we therefore get With this we are now in position to prove:
Theorem 8.1.2. w Tr ðUÞða 0 n Á Á Á n a k Þ has no singularities in p and w Tr ðUÞða 0 n Á Á Á n a k Þ ¼ ðÀ1Þ n Ð ch À1 À EndðEÞ Á chð'Þðã a 0 n Á Á Á nã a k Þ mod p:
Hereã a i is a i mod p, and chð'Þ is the J.L.O. cocycle associated to ' (see also [8] ), i.e.
chð'Þðã a 0 n Á Á Á nã a k Þ ¼ Ð D k tr Àã a 0 e Àt 0 ' 2 'ðã a i Þe Àt 1 ' 2 Á Á Á 'ðã a k Þe Àt k ' 2 Á dt 0 Á Á Á dt kÀ1 ;
where tr is the normalized trace on EndðEÞ.
Aastrup, Deformation quantization of endomorphism bundles According to Theorem 8.1.1, we therefore have that Trða 0 n Á Á Á n a k Á e Ày Þ ¼ ðÀ1Þ n ÐÂ A Á chð'Þðã a 0 n Á Á Á nã a k Þ mod p:
Proof. Because of Morita equivalence, it is enough to look at the case whereã a i is scalar for all i. We have that w Tr ðUÞða 0 n Á Á Á n a k Þ ¼ P V 0 w tr ðU 0 Þ À I rV 0 ða 0 n Á Á Á n a k Þ Á þ Á Á Á ;
and it is not di‰cult to see that . . . is zero modulo p. The explicit formula for w Tr ðU 0 Þ gives
w Tr ðU 0 Þ À I rV 0 ða 0 n Á Á Á n a 2n Þ Á ¼ ðÀ1Þ n 1 2n! Ðã a 0 dã a 1 Á Á Á dã a 2n mod p:
The result follows from this.
By adopting the arguments in [12] one sees that 
